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MAR-SG-5BC Marantz Audio Scope SG-5BC Battery Powered Short Shotgun Microphone with Integral Cable 

Terminated with 3.5mm Plug

Designed to significantly upgrade the sound of built-in microphones on consumer DSLR cameras and 

recorders, the Audio Scope SG-5BC battery-operated shotgun mic has excellent off-axis rejection, 

enhancing sound coming from the front of the mic. Ideal for camera mounting, it's short shotgun design 

keeps the mic out of the frame while shooting. 

£50

MAR-SG-5B Marantz Audio Scope SG-5B Battery or Phantom-Powered Short Shotgun Microphone with XLR 

Output

The Audio Scope SG-5B is a professional shotgun mic built for the rigors of field use. It has a narrow 

pickup pattern and excellent off-axis rejection resulting in enhanced pickup from the front of the 

microphone. Perfect for boom pole use or static mounted for broadcast, film or theater applications.

£71

MAR-SG-9P Marantz Audio Scope SG-9P Short Shotgun Microphone 

The compact design of this short shotgun keeps it out of the shot when mounted to a camera, and is 

easier to manage at the end of a long boom pole. This microphone is particularly well-suited to outdoor 

recording, because it exhibits superb control over the unwanted negative effects of off-axis sounds. The 

SG-9P comes with a windscreen, mounting clip and carrying case.

£117

MAR-SG-17P Marantz Audio Scope SG-17P Long Shotgun Microphone 

Versatile on a camera, boom, or remotely placed, this mic is suited for the rigors of broadcast production. 

This microphone is particularly well-suited to broadcast, theater and outdoor recording, because it 

exhibits superb control over the unwanted negative effects of off-axis sounds. The SG17P comes with a 

windscreen, mounting clip and carrying case.

£142

MAR-SB-C2 Marantz Audio Scope SB-C2 X/Y Stereo Condenser Microphone for DSLR Cameras

Designed to significantly upgrade the sound of built-in microphones on consumer DSLR cameras, the 

Audio Scope SB-C2 is a stereo microphone with features usually found only on more expensive models. 

Along with microphone elements in an X/Y pattern to create a true stereo field, the microphone also has a 

low-cut option to reduce wind noise and rumble, an attenuation switch for loud environments and RFI 

shielding to reduce interference from mobile phones. Mounts easily to the DSLR camera hot shoe. 

£92

MAR-B9 Marantz Audio Scope B-9 4-Section 9-Foor Boom Pole

The Audio Scope B9 is an exceptionally lightweight aluminum boom pole for audio recording. This 9-foot 

boom pole is comprised of four extendable sections, with a comfortable foam handle and included cable 

management straps.

£58

MAR-B9-C Marantz Audio Scope B9-C 4-Section 9-Foot Boom Pole with XLR Cable

The Audio Scope B9-C is an exceptionally lightweight aluminum boom pole for audio recording. This 9-

foot boom pole is comprised of four extendable sections, with a comfortable foam handle and an integral 

XLR cable for convenience.

£62

MAR-B11 Marantz Audio Scope B-11 5-Section 11-Foot Boom Pole

The Audio Scope B11 is an exceptionally lightweight aluminum boom pole for audio recording. This 11-

foot boom pole is comprised of five extendable sections, with a comfortable foam handle and included 

cable management straps.

£71

MAR-B11-C Marantz Audio Scope B11-C 5-Section 11-Foot Boom Pole with XLR Cable

The Audio Scope B11-C is an exceptionally lightweight aluminum boom pole for audio recording. This 11-

foot boom pole is comprised of five extendable sections, with a comfortable foam handle and an integral 

XLR cable for convenience.

£75

MAR-ZP-1 Marantz ZP-1 Blimp-style Microphone Windscreen and Shockmount

The Marantz Professional ZP-1 is designed for film and television production audio, and any sound-

gathering situation where reliable protection from wind noise is needed.  A synthetic fur cover is included 

to increase wind noise attenuation up to 50dB. The windscreen has an internal shock mount suspension 

system to accommodate mics up to 14.5" long, and can be attached to a boom pole or handheld.  

Lightweight and durable, this is an essential tool for any field production kit.

£167

MAR-PP Marantz Phantom Pack - 48V Phantom Power Supply

Designed for professional recording, the Phantom Pack provides two independent channels of 48VDC 

phantom power. It's sophisticated circuitry delivers an extremely low-noise output, with virtually no 

intrusive power supply “ripple", ensuring that your recordings are crystal clean and true-to-life. With a 

rugged metal housing, compact dimensions and light weight, the Phantom Pack is both perfect for the 

studio and compact and convenient for the road.

£71

MAR-PHA-3 Marantz PHA-3 Portable Stereo Headphone Amplifier

Desinged for field use, the PHA-3 is a headphone production amplifier that provides three independent 

headphone feeds from balanced or unbalanced sources. Featuring balanced XLR, 1/4", and 1/8" stereo 

inputs, the amplifier delivers critical audio monitoring even under high SPL conditions. It has a dual-

colour power LED with a low battery indicator. Can be powered with two AA batteries or the included 

power supply.

£142

Item Number Accessories 

MAR-ASG Marantz Audio Scope Gear - Shotgun Microphone Accessory Package

Be ready for any situation requiring a shotgun mic, anything from using a boom pole to using a DSLR 

camera. Audio Scope Gear is a kit of accessories perfect for the gig bag. The kit contains five different 

mounting options for DSLR cameras (and other devices with hot-shoe mounts), and mounts for 5/8” x 27 

threads (microphone stands and other mounting devices).  Also included are 3/8” inserts for adapting to 

boom poles and other mounts that have 3/8” studs.

£29
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